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ABSTRACT
Exploring connections between pieces, people and places and relating them to culture as a whole is a central activity of musicology. As libraries increase the availability of musical information in digital form, the data available for such research also expands, but to take such resources together and combine them with others that are relevant a further step of alignment and linkage is needed. We describe here the process and tools we applied to two corpora of early modern music: Early Music Online, which comprises catalogue metadata in MarcXML and facsimile images for approximately 8,500 items of early printed music; and the Electronic Corpus of Lute Music, containing over 1,000 pieces with supporting metadata. A supervised process with automated elements assists the musicologist to create a linked and extensible knowledge structure, aligning entities within and between corpora and to external Linked Data. Finally, we reflect upon how we believe these methods integrate with, and indeed form a crucial element of, the transformed process of modern digital scholarship.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services—Data sharing

General Terms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Music of the 16th and 17th centuries has reference and quotation in its nature, and is the product of a culture of connection, copying and redistribution. As printing techniques improved music publishing became an increasingly viable business. Musicologists use details of book printing, contents and transmission to help understand many aspects of 16th-century musical culture, such as instrumental music[2], and the spread of ‘soft power’ through colonial and other political relationships beyond Europe [3] (a more general discussion of printed music books and culture can be found in [4], amongst others). Such connections of pieces, people and places form networks; exploring these traditionally uses limited assistance from online resources. The use of authority lists in library catalogues helps for internal navigation, and for consistency, but becomes much more useful when external links are added, either to other collections or to wider sources of cultural, historical and geographical information.

In this paper, we describe an approach to structuring, aligning and linking entities within pre-existing catalogues, as a first step towards supporting humanistic research. We first describe the corpora we use, before considering the structure of the catalogue information and how the data was transformed for our purposes; we then discuss Linked Data, the process of alignment and the publishing of RDF data. Finally, we consider future work and the benefits that will be delivered to scholarship as a result.

2. CORPORA
The two collections of early music that we selected overlap in scope and musical content, but were catalogued in very different ways for different purposes, making the task of modelling and aligning the information they contain challenging, but a useful and realistic test of our approach.

Early Music Online (EMO) presents digitised images of 324 16th-century music books from the British Library (eg. figure 1), and contains about 8,500 pieces of music. Metadata, expanded from the original BL records, was provided to us as MARCxml. Mostly vocal music in part books, with each voice printed in a separate volume, EMO also includes music for keyboard instruments and for lute, including many arrangements of vocal items which can also be found in their original form within EMO.

The Electronic Corpus of Lute Music (ECOLM) has the overall goal of providing a machine-readable corpus of European lute music in order to make this historically important repertory accessible to a wider audience. The current ECOLM MySQL database includes metadata for about 2,463 pieces, over 1,200 of which are also present in EMO.
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1www.earlymusiconline.org
2www.ecolm.org
encodings of the music, mostly from the 16th century. From the lute books in EMO, between 300 and 1,000 more encodings have been added to ECOLM using Optical Music Recognition (OMR).

These two digital library resources have significant chronological and repertorial overlap and are of potentially great musicological value; the aim of the work here is to provide the basic layer of identification and linking of concepts associated with the resources, making them more accessible and reusable for future scholars.

3. SOURCE DATABASE STRUCTURES

MARCxml is a serialisation of standard MARC records, permitting a wide range of granularity, level of detail and cataloguing policy for any given catalogue. The EMO metadata shows some variation in quality and style. Where authority lists are applicable, an internally generated ID hash is given, uniquely identifying the entity, such as a person or place, but without explicit reference to any external provider. Since the records are designed to be self sufficient, string descriptors are also given in these cases, and are not always identical between references to the same entity.

Since BL cataloguers were concerned primarily with locating the physical item rather than individual parts, the titles and attributions of musical contents of a source are listed in a single, often repeated, data field (505 - Formatted Contents Note).Works are separated by a double dash, ---, and attributions by a slash, whilst subdivided works are usually — but not universally — indicated by brackets and the Latin for the part number (see figure 2). These attributions are, by policy, given as in the source. Associations with names from authority files are in a separate data field (700 - Added Entry-Personal Name), which provides a list of names (and identifiers) but cannot directly connect them with individual inventory items and does not routinely specify the roles that those individuals played in the history of the source and its contents.

3Another reason for this is the inability of MARC to support deep tree structures, at least below the subfield level. Placing so much information in strings usually designed to be human-readable also limits the ability to insert unique identifiers at these deeper levels.

Figure 1: The first page of music from Petruchii’s Motetti de passione, de cruce, de sacramento, de beata virgine et huismodi (Venice, 1503) from Early Music Online

Since all the EMO sources are prints rather than manuscripts, their place of origin or at least of printing is usually clear and unambiguous. In the MARC, this is indicated by specifying city and country (data field 752 - Added Entry-Hierarchical place name).

4. LINKED DATA AND THE ALIGNMENT PROCESS

As well as reconciling entities and their relationships between the two source datasets we wished to enable the scholar to situate the early music resources within the context provided by other external repositories of knowledge. Similarly, as scholars work with data from other sources and create new knowledge we want to enable them to reference accurately and unambiguously or incorporate data we publish from EMO/ECOLM – the overall effect being a growing multi-linked web of knowledge. For this we employ semantic web technologies, minting URIs for the entities identified in the combined database and creating linked data between relevant external and internal resources, reusing existing ontologies where possible.

The work described here is not intended as a completed state of all possible links from the source resources, but a foundation upon which scholars can continue to extend, supplement, and potentially replace alignments of varying degrees of certainty — since the act of alignment is one of scholarship and specialist knowledge in itself, as we will see below. The technologies applied here are particularly suited
alignment trickier, and the probability of suitable URIs existing in a given authority list significantly lower.

It is important to note that, although settlements and countries in a given list may be uncontroversially identifiable, this is not always the case. Furthermore, the containing political unit of any given settlement may be fluid – the containing country, for example, may be historically variable – and so the ‘correct’ country to indicate will depend on the user need or the exact predicate used. Our policy is to ensure that the smaller geographical unit is adequately identified with an external URI that can be annotated later with more detailed historical information and, at the same time, to indicate the modern containing country for the purposes of convenient retrieval.

Although place names can be ambiguous, they seldom are so in the collections considered here, since most relate to large centres of commercial or musical activity. Duplicate place names are relatively rare in ECOLM and EMO, and manual alignment, on a small scale, can be done quickly. For personal names, this is not so simple. Names may be ambiguously specified, perhaps as a family name or an honorific only.

Names also frequently recur within the same time and culture, with sons taking on the family name as well as trade. Furthermore, since there exists no single resource of composers, URIs and complete (attributed) work-lists – VIAF entries may even have no works named at all – it may be difficult to ensure that entries in authority lists refer to the person specified in the source or catalogue entry.

Since the number of people to be aligned is an order of magnitude larger than the number of places, a manual approach was not considered feasible. Instead, string searches (including date strings, where available) were carried out through the VIAF SRU API and MusicBrainz API. For the 1,225 persons identified by either the EMO or the ECOLM database, 5,653 matches were retrieved from VIAF and 1,103 from MusicBrainz.

A purpose-designed web application was developed which presents pages of candidate matches, including work titles and alternative names as provided by the authority source (figure 3). The user then chooses one or more matches or ‘unknown’ to indicate that either the list provided didn’t include anything relevant or that there was insufficient data presented to inform a choice. Table 2 summarises the result of this supervised process.

The lower proportions in this table reflect both the ambiguity of the data and the difficulties of resolving it quickly. Many people named in either resource weren’t directly in-

Table 1: Most settlements and all their containing countries from this dataset could be aligned successfully with VIAF and DBPedia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>VIAF (%)</th>
<th>DBPedia (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Settlements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOML</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>105 (85%)</td>
<td>111 (90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Countries</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOML</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16 (100%)</td>
<td>16 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23 (100%)</td>
<td>23 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Screenshot from the web application used for aligning personal names with external resources.
Identifying works on the basis of textual titles and attributions is difficult, especially in a period where titles of instrumental arrangements are often strangely misspelt. Titles using the opening lyric can be confusing in cases where the same poem or prayer is set to music more than once, and completely unhelpful for common parts of the liturgy such as the Ordinary of the Mass. Furthermore, instances of the same conceptual work are seldom identical, and their relationships must also be approached with caution. Once the results of OMR on EMO books are associated with items in the inventory lists, Music Information Retrieval techniques can be used to help identify related items, greatly enriching this research infrastructure.

7. DISCUSSION

We have described the importance of connections, whether in terms of content or of context and history, in the study of musical documents. These links are commonly identified by librarians and scholars and may be recorded directly in catalogues, or in separately published scholarship. In the former case, these are still often only internal connections within a library, whilst in the latter case, they are rarely in machine-readable form. Linked Data gives the possibility to provide machine-readable, outward facing connections that can be annotated and expanded iteratively and collaboratively. Each enrichment and alignment stage adds functionality, but also makes subsequent alignment tasks easier.

Most of our alignment work with these collections requires some manual labour. Assistive alignment, using software which suggests credible options and supports the manual process, will make the task both faster and more reliable. Most importantly, publishing these connections as Linked Data provides for reuse, amendment and, sometimes in-kind, even disagreement. By publishing our alignment information as judgements of similarity, together with the workflow that generated those judgements, we hope to allow for evaluation, discussion and scrutiny and thus to accommodate at least some of the academic discourse that is often absent from resources that are often presented as purely ‘factual’.
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